17% and 38%, respectively, of all released RNA showed the aptamer-containing conformation 1 4 0 ( Fig. 3a) , higher than the percentage obtained by refolding of the WT construct (Fig. S2a) . These 1 4 1 results are consistent with bulk single-round transcription termination assays where riboswitch 1 4 2 activation during transcription requires at least 0.2 mM ZMP, a concentration far higher than the 1 4 3 K d of ~0.5 μM for the isolated aptamer at equilibrium (Fig. 3b) . In contrast, different folding 1 4 4 approaches did not affect the folding outcome of the aptamer-alone Δterm construct, as the 1 4 5 vectorially folded and thermally refolded Δterm bound ZMP to a similar affinity and extent ( Fig.   1  4  6 2c). The ZMP-bound aptamer-containing conformation remained for at least 10 min after unwinding, suggesting that the conformation is stable during our measurements (Fig. S2b,c) . In of helix P1 is rate-limiting for aptamer formation. Indeed, sequential folding of the ZTP 1 7 5 riboswitch sequence in silico predicts a non-native 6-bp helix to stay folded until nt 54, at which 1 7 6 point the 6-bp helix is predict to dissolve in favor of P1 helix folding (Fig. S3a ). Recent chemical ZTP riboswitch sequences vary significantly in the sequence after nt 54 and often contain 1 8 0 additional helices that may modulate RNAP through pausing. Next, we tested how terminator stability affected riboswitch function. In bulk 1 8 2 transcription assays, mutation of the first three terminator bases (81-83A) reduced the ZMP S3d,e). The 81-83A mutation did not notably reduce the propensity of fully synthesized RNAs to 1 8 7 form the terminator, as 81-83A still yielded predominately the terminated conformation upon 1 8 8 thermal refolding (~85% vs. ~90% for WT, Fig. S2a and S3f). In contrast, mutation of the last 1 8 9 three terminator bases (92-94A) caused more pronounced destabilization of the terminated 1 9 0 conformation, as 92-94A was partially responsive to ZMP at equilibrium after thermal refolding 1 9 1 ( Fig. S3g) . Moreover, the double mutant (81-83,92-94A) destabilizes the terminator so 1 9 2 significantly that the majority of this mutant binds ZMP ( Fig. S3h ). Taken together, disruption of 1 9 3 1 0 different terminator regions affects folding and switch outcomes both by decreasing stability and 1 9 4 possibly by kinetic factors, which is further explored below. Single-molecule fluorescence measurements of unwinding speed 1 9 7
As the unwinding speed is a critical parameter for relating VF to cotranscriptional folding, 1 9 8 and as previous Rep-X rate measurements examined dsDNA templates rather than the 1 9 9 RNA/DNA hybrid duplexes, we measured helicase speed in three independent ways ( Fig. 5a ).
0 0
First, we extended the DNA strand in the heteroduplex to accommodate an additional 18-nt Cy3-2 0 1 labeled oligo ( Fig. 5a , top). Upon initiating unwinding, Rep-X first displaced the 18-nt oligo, 2 0 2 resulting in ~50-percent decrease in Cy3 intensity ( Fig. 5b ). Subsequently, we observed an which we estimated the unwinding speed to be 65.0 ± 0.39 nt/s ( Fig. 5c ). In a second approach to measure unwinding speed, we positioned two Cy3 fluorophores 2 1 1 along the WT riboswitch sequence and excluded the Cy5 fluorophore ( Fig. 5a , middle). This 2 1 2 labeling strategy resulted in two PIFE peaks during unwinding ( Fig. 5d,e ), and the Δt between 2 1 3 the two peak centers, which corresponds to the time for Rep-X to unwind from the first Cy3 2 1 4 position to the second, allowed estimation of unwinding speed using only a single fluorophore. 60.4 ± 4.8 nt/s and 52.5 ± 3.1 nt/s, respectively. As the 3' end of the ZTP riboswitch sequence is more GC-rich than the 5' end, we used a 2 1 9 third method to measure the unwinding speed over different portions of the duplex (Fig. 5a , 2 2 0 bottom). In this method, unwinding releases a Cy5-labeled DNA oligo prior to release of the 2 2 1
Cy3-labeled RNA oligo, which is observed by a loss in FRET prior to a loss in Cy3 intensity 2 2 2 ( Fig. S4a,b ). The average unwinding speed over different portions of the WT riboswitch between loss of the first and second oligos in these experiments was unchanged when an RNA 2 2 8 oligo was replaced by a DNA oligo and vice versa ( Fig. S4d,e ). Compared to Rep-X, PcrA-X 2 2 9 facilitated duplex unwinding more slowly, at a speed of ~8 nt/s ( Fig. S4b ), which was also 2 3 0 distinguished from photobleaching when many traces were examined ( Fig. S4f) . Thus, the ~6-2 3 1 fold change in unwinding speed between PcrA-X and Rep-X is significant enough to modulate 2 3 2 the percentage of aptamer-containing conformation obtained after VF. To investigate how folding dynamics affects termination, we performed single-molecule 2 3 6 experiments to monitor the decision-making trajectory of individual riboswitches in real time 2 3 7 1 2 (Online Methods). As in above experiments, we observed an intensity peak in the Cy3 signal, Cy3 labeling position at U32 (Fig. 6, S5 ). The center of each PIFE peak was determined by 2 4 0
Gaussian fitting, and trajectories were synchronized and aligned according to PIFE peak centers, 2 4 1 which is critical for comparing trajectories. In the presence of 1 mM ZMP, WT and 81-83A 2 4 2 molecules folded into and remained for long periods in the higher E FRET aptamer-containing 2 4 3 conformation ( Fig. 6a and S5a). In the absence of ZMP, most WT molecules were observed to 83A trajectories maintained these high-E FRET conformations for ≥ 3 s in the initial phase of 2 4 9 folding ( Fig. 6c ), suggesting formation of the mutant terminator was severely delayed during VF. Cy3 fluorophore (green sphere) is attached to solvent accessible U32, and a Cy5 fluorophore (red 3 0 7 sphere) is placed at the 3'-end of the DNA tether, which is 5'-end labeled with biotin (grey 3 0 8 sphere). In the full-length riboswitch (WT), the nucleotides colored in red switch between two (black) in a 5'-to-3' direction by translocating on the cDNA strand (grey) and unwinding in a 3'-3 1 2 to-5' direction. constraints was used to determine the relative population of the ZMP-bound (magenta) vs. ZMP- (P max ) were determined to be 1.3 μM and 71%, respectively, for thermally refolded and 1.5 μM incubation with different concentrations of ZMP. Here, a multiple turnover VF protocol was 3 2 8 used to maximize the amount of unwound Δterm. Global fits were performed as in b. Δt between PIFE peaks is 1.64 ± 0.15 s (mean ± s.e.m., n = 112 molecules). Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: We thank Drs. G. Piszczek and D. Wu in the NHLBI Biophysics Core for ITC support. This Institute. This work was supported in part by the intramural program of the NHLBI, NIH. The authors declare no competing interests. Chauvier, A., Picard-Jean, F., Berger-Dancause, J.C., Bastet, L., Naghdi, M.R., Dube, A., 13892.
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